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Resumen 

Este trabajo estudia el rol de Jos precios en los mercados reputacionalcs. Presenta una 
version modificada del modelo de Milgrom y Roberts 1982, que sustituye un juego de 
seiializaci6n en cada episodio por el juego de entrada diferida de 1os autores mencionados. 
Et analisis demuestra que los precios no puedcn funcionar como mecanismos de compromiso 
en este entomo. Ademas se caracteriza la dinamica de los precios en el ( cuasi) unico 
equ.ilibrio secuencial deljuego. 

Abstract 

This paper is concerned with the role or price signals in trading processes that rely on 
reputations to enforce quality. It presents a modified version of the model in Milgrom and 
Roberts 1982 that substitutes a non-standard price singnaling stage game for the entry
derretence game those authors worked with. The paper shows that the 'bonding' intuition 
of other related models does not carry over to this environment. Moreover, it characterizes 
the price dynamics associated with the (almost) unique equilibrium of the game. 



1 Introduction 

Most consumer goods are traded in 'reputat.ional' markets, that is, in market.::; 
where thP- quality of the item heini;?; traded, while known to th<": seller, cannot 
be costlessly ascertained prior to consumption by the buyer. In such markets 
buyers have an incentive to rely on the seller's fear of loosing r<'!peat business 
lo ensurr. delivery of the desired quality. In other wor<ls, they might rely 011 1:1 

seller's concern about his 'reputation' to ensure the quality of their purchase. 
This paper is concerned, generally, with role of prices in this type of 

trade process and, more particularly, with characterizing the resulting price 
dynamics. 

Prices represent a form of 'pre-trade communication', and might conceiv
ably help in persuading a sceptical buyer to trade. In fact, the literature 
that rno<lehs reputations as a norm in an infinitely repeated trade has shown 
how a particular intcrtemporal pricing pattern can operate as a quality com
mitment device under these circumstances -a line of argument often referred 
to as 'bonding' (see Kli::in and Leffier[6)). Even if price5 should pli,iy only 
a passive role (as will turn out to be the case in this model), I t.hiuk it is 
important to characterize price paths associated. with the formation of repu
tations. This because prices arc directly and easily observable, unlike beliefs 
or information flows, and bringing them into the picture p,ives us a way of 
lracking the development of reputations empirically. 

The major literature i;trand dP-aling with the issue of reputation. the one 
originating in the contributions of Kreps and Wilson[8] and Milgrom and 
Roberts(lOj, has, as far a.s I am aware, pretty much ignored these issue~, and 
concentrated instead on analyzing entry-deterrence storic;. in which there are 
no prices. 

The present paper aims to make a start in filling this gap by modifying 
the model presented in Milgrom and Roberts[lOJ, substituting at each stage a 
'price signalling' game for the entry deterrence one that those authors worked 
with. This 'price signalling' game is not quite a signalling g1:1.me in the mmal 
sense as it lacks the 'single crossing' structure that those p;ames normally 
have. 

Consequently, ail the equilibria of the game sludied in this paper will be 
pooling equilibria and, so, the pre:,ient work will have nothing to say on the 
interf'Ac;t.in~ question of to what extent can prices serve to separate types (for 
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contributions of that sort, sec Milgrorn and Roberts[ l2J and Hertzendorf[5]) l _ 

Actually, there is a sense in which reputation and separation (but noL 
'bonding') are opp06ites: H separation is po:ssible to start with, then there 
is no rok: for reputation in the :,iense of Mil~rom and Robert.s[lO] and Kreps 
and WiLson[8]. Moreover, characterizing the price dynamic is irnmedia.Le: 
Potential cheaters will no sell, while 'honest' sellers will sell at the highP-~t 
possible pricP- (under take-it-or-leave-it. price offers by the seller). 

On the other hand, I think the exercise in this paper does throw light 
on the que.stion of whether something analo~ous to the 'bonding' story of 
infinitely repeated game~ can emerge in this alternative set-up. The ttnswer is 
negative. The equilibrium displays the recursive structure of the equilibrium 
in M.ilg;rorn and Roberts[l0j, and, hm1ce, will not allow for lhe intert~mporal 
linlo:t.ge of deci~ions implicit in the 'bonding' rca."loning. 

The main contribution of this paper is to make a start in chaxacteraing 
the time paths of prices in such a 'reputational' environment. 

Here again the comparison with work concerned with .separation i:-s en
lightening: The issue of separation is oft.en studied iu models of pure adverse 
selection (Milgrom and Rnberts[l2] and Hertzendorf[5] work with such pure 
mociels)2, while the model in this paper is a mornl hazard/adverse selcc:Lion 
hybrid with a finite horizon. The dynamics of these two types of models 
urn quite different: In a pure adverse selection environment, price dynamics 
will he driven by learning alone and will be, hence, t.olally bar.kward looki ug. 
In the type of model I deal wiLh here, besides this backward looking force 
( which here tends to raise prices over time as sales continue only if high qual
ity is provided), there is a forward looking force originating in the inability 
of sellers to commit to supply high quality in the last period of the g,une 
(which tends to lower priC'.es as the end of the game is approached). In fact, 
this paper will mainly be concerned with these two forces and their net effect 
on the evolution of prices. 

Perhaps the most interesting result. in this regard is the monotonicity of 
the path in all but the initial stage of the game: It is shown that prices musL 

fall from the second period on, though they might rise initially depending nu 
parameters. Note that this implies that the dynamics from the first to the 
second period are qualitatively different.. This last feature, by the way, does 

1 T thank a referee for the!:ie references. 
2 Thou11:h neither of those two contributions are concerned with characterizinJ,!; Lhe evo

lution of prices over time. They concentrate on the pricing deci::lion in the firsL period. 
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not disappear as the hori:wn goes to infinity. 
This prier. pat.tern is rather surprisinp; on various count:,;: First, the po:ssi

blc nun-monotouicity at the start runs <.:ounter to the expectation that prices 
will track reputations, and hence, foll throughout. The intuition behind Lhis 
potential non-monotonicity is that, while increasing incentives to cheat. as 
the end of the game is approached will tend to lower prices, baclcward look
ing learning will t.eud to raise prices as time goes on (continuing high quality 
sales are cumulative evidenc.<~ that the Reller is honfflt). In thi:=; light, whaJ 
is rcnlly remark..'Lble, and in my view, not intuitive, is that from the second 
periorl on th~ former force should prevail over the latter. Actually, this he• 
havior i:,; easily explained for away from the gamc\i conclusion: In such a. 

region, potential cheaLers will noL be chcnting, and, hence, high quality salcR 
will not he informative, so that only the forward looking force mentioned will 
operate. The puzzliH~ feature is that prices should c.ontinue to fall even as 
the end of the game is very close, when high quality sale1:, become iuformative 
(as fewer and fewer rational<; will be plrurning to supply high qnaliLy). 

Less unexpected is the A.<;ymptotic hehavior of prices: As the horizon 
extends to infinity, prices will remain consbiut at their highest po:;isible level 
(after th,~ initial period), only to fall from that level towards the end, as just 
pointed out. 

Papei· Overview In the nexL section, the game is outlined and the solution 
concept used is discussed. The paper t.hen characterizes the equilibria of the 
stage game. After this, the two period case is A.nalyzed to illustrate why 
prices need not always fall. Iu the next. section, a more general formulation 
along the lines of Milgom and Robertsf 10] is developed, and the asymptotic 
behavior of prices is characterized. Finally, existence and uniqueness are 
discm~sed, and conclusions are drawn. 

2 The Game 

In the st.a~e game a T-period lived seller confronts A. one period lived buyer 
(who shares informa.tion across 1;eneratiorns). The ::ieller can produce either 
high (H) or low (T,) quality at a unit co.<;t (disutillty p~ unit) of CH and c1.,, 

respectively, with cH > CL· The buyer is endowed wilh Vff nnitr:; of a nou
produccd {;OOd ('mouey'), which is assumed to entflr linearly both buyer:,;' 
and sellc-:rs' objectivP-s. Buyers have unit <lemands for t.he good produced by 
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the: seller, with reservation values VH for a high quality unit and VL for a low 
quality unit. The following inequality relates buyers' reservation values 1:1,ud 
sellers' nnil. costs of production, vu > cH > CL > VL- Note that buyers will 
only pay a price above costs if they expect to be supplied with a high quality 
unit. Rnyers will he assumed nuL to be able to tell apart a high quality 11I1it 
from a low quality one ex-ante, that is, before consuming the good. The 
seller miµ;ht be of une of two basic types, Honest. or Rational. The honest 
seller will always supply high quality (that is, as long as it is individually 
rational to do so)3; the rational one might or might not, depending on the 
circumstances. Ruyers assess prior probability b that the seller i~ rational. 

In order to avoid indeterminacy along t.he path of play4 ( as opposed tn 
the familiar multiplicity that rnsults from the freedom to choose out of equi
librium beliefs, which I shall handle via a refinement -more on this below), I 
will assume that a rational seller can be of one of a continuum of sub-types 
each with a different unit cost of producing the high quality good. These 
unit costs axe assumed to range from c1. t.o cH, More precisely, Id, each such 
rational type be indexed by ,c; E [O, lJ, and let cu (s) : [O, 1) - [cL, cHJ be a 
strictly decreasing, continuous function5 . 

In the stage game, the seller moves first offering to supply the buyer with 
one unit of the produced good in exchange for a certain amount of money. 
The buyer accepts or rejects the offer. If the buyer accepts, the buyer pays 
the price and the seller chooses (if he is rntional) whether to produce high 
or low quality, after which he delivers the good to the buyer. The buyer 
consumes, and by doing so, finds out if the good supplied to him was of high 
or low quality. This signalling game is depicted in the diagram below: 

3 Note that the 8eller will always be able to make sure the buyer rejcct!:i an offer b_v 
<lemanding a sufficiently high price. Hence, in order to keep things !:iimple, I will not. 
explicitly 1:1.llow sellers to refuse to trade. 

1 Thc exact nature of the multiplicity l am referring to here i!:i the followiug: Jn the 
two-µeriod case, for initial beliefs ahove 6, sellers have to mix hetween providing high 
and low quality (for similar rea..<ions as in Kreps and Wil8on[7]), but the mixture is uot 
unique. This because now it is possible to make buyers indifferent between buyiug or not 
(a n~essary condition in order for sellers to be indifferent between supplyinf,I; high or low 
quality) for a whole rapge of values of posterior beliefs by setting the price eqnal to thl! 
expected value of a purchase given those beliefs. 

This results, for any given initial belief.-;, in a continuum of equilibria indexl!<l by the 
probability that the seller provides high quality. 

~This modification is in the same class 1:1.S those introduced by Milgrom and Roberts[! 1] 
into the Kreps and Wilison framework in order to generate unique pure strategy equilibria. 
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2.0.1 Solution Concept 

P•c:n 
vn-p 

s 

Fig. 1: Stage Game 

p--:h 
·.-·i:1-~ 

The solution concept I shall use is t.he notion of sequential equilibrium /_Kreps 
and Wil~n 1982b ). In order to deal with the multiplicity of equilibria result
ing from the freedom to choose out of equilibrium beliefs, it is only nat ura.l 
to intro<luce a refinement. Unfortunately, the sui generis nature of this •sig
nalling' game makes the conventional refinements of little use (i.e .. Cho and 
Kreps[3) intuitive criterium and extensions thereof)0 . Instead I use an ar
gument in the spirit of the 'divinity' refinement introduced by Banks and 
Sobel[ 1). The idea is the following: Since whenever an honest type gains 
from deviating, it is alo:;o profitable for a ni.tional type to deviate, it seems 
reasonable to require that buyers stick to their prior beliefs when confronted 
with a deviation 7. In a similar vein, if the deviation could not possibly lead 
to a gttin for either type Lhen beliefs remain unchanged. 

In a repeated signalling game this refinement amounts to the statement 
that, under whatever 'theory' a deviator of a given type entertains concerning 

R All selling equilibria satisfy the intuitive criterium. To see this. note that all price 
ueviations downwards are not profitable, regardless of sellers' type and of beliefs helJ hy 
huyers. Price deviations upwards (to a price at or below VH) could be profitable if buyers 
faced with such e.n offes conclude that the deviator is honest. In other words, cou<lit.ion l 
iu Cho[2] (p.1373) is n~t satisfied for either type here. 

Cho's forward induction criterium represents, for signalling games, a titrenghteniug of 
the intuitive criterium, so it cannot be of help either (for there are 110 BAD deviations 
here). See Cho[2]. 

7 Jn the notation of Cho and Kreps(3] I require that whenever 
DAU D~ =DRU D°k , thenµ (A, m') /µ (R, m') = 1r (A) /tr (R). 
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the further devP.lopment of the game aft.er the deviation, if he expect~ Lo gain 
from deviating, so should the other type 

3 Equilibrium 

In characterizing the equilibrium, I will proceed first by looking at the cr1ui1ib
rium of the stage game, then at t.he equilibrium in the two-period case, Hnd, 
fiually, at the arbitrn.ry horizon case (inclu<linp; the infinite horizon scenru·io). 
Moreover, I will first characterize the form a selling equilibrimu would take 
if it existed, and only tt.fterward will existence and uniqueness he discuss1:d. 
I will focus attention on equilibria involving sales, which will turn out to be 
unique and pooling 8Uch that a sale takes place every period until the game 
is over or low quality i:s supplied. Separating equilibria do exist, Lut no sales 
take place in them. 

The reason for looking at the twerperiod case sepa.rately is, in part, t.o 
emphasize the qualitatively distinc.:t behavior exhibited in the initial period 
of any intf=:raction. fo part, to anchor the di8cussion of existence (more specif
ically. the cliscussion concerning the range of iuitial beliefa for which a selling 
equilibrium exists). 

3.1 Stage Game Equilibrium 

The equilibria of the slage game are illustrated in the diagram bdc.)w: 

p (d) CStage Gale Squ:i..) 

12 

10 

2 

ch 
Cl. 

v1 

d.• ...,_ ___ _. __________ d 

0 0.2 o., o.45 o.a 1 

Fig. 2: Equilibria of Stage GamP. 
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Clearly, in a one--shul situation, rntional lypes will never supply high 
quality. The only equilibria involving a sale are pooling e<.1uilibria in th1c 

region [ U. c5] , with pric.cs in the shaded area marked (J). The reason for 

this is straight.forward: In the complementary rr.gion, any price at or below 
Lhe diagonal line representing thF. expected value of the good to a buyer lies 
below the mst. of supplying high quality. Hence, a. seller who demand~ 8Uch 

a price will he expected to supply low quality, and, cornsequently. no sales 
will take place. 

It is easy to sec that, under the refinement, there is in the original stage: 
game a unique selling price configuration for each value of 6 in the region 

[o, 6], given by~ = p~ = p (6), where p (6) stands for the expeded value of 

the good given initial beliefs 6; p~ for the price charged by thF. honest type 
(or automaton), and p~ fort.he price charged by the rational type. 

The introduction of a continuum of rational types in the above fashion 
has no effect on the refined equilibrium of the one-stage game. In the two 
(or more) periods case, though, it will be shown to induce a unique path of 
actual sales' prices. 

4 Characterizing the Equilibrium for the Two
Period Case 

I start by introducing some additional notation: First of all, uote that I 
will hr: counting time backwfilds: Period t will precede periocl t - 1. Let 
T represent the horizon of the game (here T = 2), and let 82 rnpr~ent the 
initial beliefs of the buyer ( that. is, the probability that the buyer aliwi a.t t = 2 
assigns to the event that the seller is rational). Let Pt be the price charged 
at period t. 61 (H) will designate the posterior probability assessment that 
the seller is rational, given that high quality wa.5 supplied at t = 2. Of 
course, b 1 ( L) = 1. Finally, p2 ( H) dt:mote the share of rational typr:s aiming 
to supply high quality at t = 2, Pt ( 6) refers to the price charged at t as a 
function of initial beliefs, and /J 1 ( 6) refers to the posterior value generated in 
the equilibrium cor;esponding to initial beliefs 6 . The following propo~it.ion 
describes the unique (along the equilibrium path) sale equilibrium of the 
game as a function of initial beliefs: 
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Proposition 1 Thf'- following bel-iefs and stmlt:,gies form a sequ,ential equ,i
librium of the two-period game. Tht: equilibrium outcome -is unique ·under thr 
rejinernent -inlroducr.d -in the pmuiu-us section. 

For all 62 :S min [ 1).6.bl, w·ith b given b:tJ the solution to 61 (6) = b 

(whfrh is equ.i-ualent ~o ji1 (b) = cH ); b given by the solution to i5Ac5) = cH -

J3 (Pt (b) - CH), and b is given by the .,;ol-ulion to p2 (b) =- cL: 

a) Br.l-ief:,: 

Price deviations al any timt::. leave beliefs unchan_qt::d; 61 { l) = 1 always; 
belief'> aftt;r purchwJ'ing a high quality unit are given by 

b) Strategies for sellers: 

i) Pricing: 

Al t = 2, both, rational and hone!Jt types charge 

At t = 1, after supplyin_q high quality, a seller charge.<; 

(1) 

.4t t = 1, a rational seller who supplied low quality charges any 
price above v L. 

ii} Qualities: 

At t = 2, there r:cists a rational subtype indexed by s* such that all 
subtypes with s < s'" provide low quality, while the rt::.sl providt.s 
high q'Uality, withs• giv,;n by the ft:u!d point of (1), (2), (3) and 
(4) beluw. 

At l = l, rational types always supply low quality. 
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r.) Slrategie.'i for Buyers: 

At, t = 2, for 6"J. ~ min [ 1), 6, Z). buy only if 

P2 S fi2 [p2 (JI) vy + (1 - p2 (H)) vL} + (l - b2) 11H 

.4t l = l, for 01 ~ h, buy unly if high quality wcis suppli(;d tltt:'- pre11iou~ 
pt:r-iod and 

P1 :S 61 (H)vL + (l -61 (H))vI-I 

Else, don't. b·uy except -if p1 $ vL. 

In the region [min [ l.'6,6, 6] , 1], there are no equilibria in11oluing a safo, 

but th<':rt) cire a multiplic'ity of no-sale equilibria, which I will not dr;.'lcribt in 
detail. 

Proof. See Appendix. 

Proposition 2 A necessary and sufficient condition for the exi.'ltf:nce of 
selling t'.quilibria {potential sales in both pe1iods}, for -initial bclieft; b2 E 

[ 0, min ( 1 , 'J .8, 6) ] , is 

Proof. Rewrite equation (1-4) above as follows 

l(cH (.s) - c,,) - f3 (vL - ci)] 62 (1 - s) + (1 - 62) (cH (s) - cL) 

= f3 (vH - ci) (1 - 82} 

If one i,ets s = 1, the left-hand side expression will be everywhere falling i11 
b2 E [0, 1]. starting at CH {1) - c,. and ending at 0. If now one sets s = 0, this 
same expression will be ri:iingeverywhere in 62 E (0, 11, starting at CH (0)-r.L 
(> c11 {l) - cL) . For alls E (0, 1), the expression will take valneis in the arf!tt 
enclosed by the two schedules just outlined. So, if cH(l)- cL > /3 (vH - cL), 
the only point of intersection between the schedule defined by the right-hand 
side expression and the family of schedules defined. by thP. left-hand side 
expres:,;ion will be at 62 = 1 ands= l (see diagram below), in which ca.~e no 
buyf!r will be prepared to pay a price above vL( < cL). On the other hand, it 
is easy to see that p2 Cl:L!lnot be below CL in equilibrium. 
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Fig. ~: Existence of Fix Point. 

If cu(l) - CL = B (vH - cL), any candidate equilibrium will have s = 1. 
Rut. in an equilibrium it cannot be that all rational types supply low quality: 
In such scenario, it would pay for a rational type to deviat.e and supply high 
qualiLy as thi.s would convince the huyer that he is honest. (Only mixed 
strategies could solve this problem, but here it is not po:,;sible to make a 
positive measure of rationals indifforeut ). In conclusion: If the condition of 
the propositiou is violated only no-sale eq_uilihritt. can exist. ■ 

4.1 Characterizing Price Paths 

4. 1. 1 An Example of Falling Prices 

The diagram below illustrates a parametric e}rample, with cu (s) - scL + 
(1 - s) cH and vu = 10; cH = 8; r,L = 7; v,. = 4, and b = ½ : 

I 

5 

0 

£qui. Region 

o. 2: o.c 0.6 o.e 

Figure 4a: Falling Prices 
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In the figure the schedule 1 R plots the individual rationality constraint 
for the honest seller, 

CH - fj (i51 (c5) - t':ff) 

(if individual rationality of honest sellers is satisfied, so must be individual 
rationality of rationals). The x-axis represents initial bcliefa, i.e., 62. The 

vertical line corresponds to thfl min [ 1, b, b, 8]. Note that iu this example, 

min ( 1, 6. 8, 8] = 8, aml prices are falling over time. 

4.1.2 An Example of Rising Prices 

With all pa.rameler values as above except. for the discount factor (here ½), 
the situation depided in the diagram helow arises: 

0 0.2 0.4 D.6 11.B 

Fig. 1b: Rising PricP-s 

Here again, JR stands for individual rationality (of Lhe honest seller). 
Note that in a neighborhood to the left of the vertical line ( denoting the 

min [ 1, 6, 8, ~ = 8), the JJrschedule is below the pi-schedule, i.e., prices rise. 

(At the vertical line itself, p2 is actually below cu , meaning th,1,L losses are 
incurred that period by honest sellers. Also, the IR schedule inLersects the 
p2-schedule at exactly the vertical line -by construction). 

4. 1.3 Interpretation 

One way of looking at Lhis is just to conc.cntrate on the formal structnr~ uf 
this t.wo-period equilibrium, and note that the decision to supply high quality 
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toclay is totally independent of the price prevailing today, and that, hence, 
there is no reason why the price ·• oday should be linked in any particular wa,y 

to the price tomorrow (of course, individu1:tl rationality will link both price~ 
but so Ion~ as today's price covers the co8t of producing high quality it will 
not require that prices rise or fall over time). 

More intuiLively, one can noLe that there two 'forces' operating in opposite: 
directions ou prices over time: The first stern!'-i from the fact that. as the end of 
the game is approached, incenlives for rational types to supply hi~h quality 
fall,. i.e., the share of rntinnals who sell high quality falls. This tends to 
lower the price. On the other hand, every time high quality i:-; supplied, 
buyers become more 'bullish' on the likelihood of the seller hcing; honest, 
which tends to raise the price. There is no rca. ... on in this two period case 
why one of thP.~e forces should systematically prevail, and so it should not be 
mysterious that the price tomorrow might end up exceeding- the price today. 

Note that in the example pre8e11ted, prices rise over time only for suf
ficiently pessimistic beliefs. This seems intuitive a.c; well. The stronger the 
'reputation) effect, i.e., the higher the measure of rational sellers aiming to 
~upply high quality in equilibrium, the higher the cxpecLed value of a µur
du:1.se at t = 2. On the other hand, the higher the ffi('Asure of rational sdlers 
intending to supply high, the less informative a high quality purchase ( for 
given priors), nnd, hence, the lower the price obtainable in the la."lt period. 
As priors worsen, in order to induce rational types to sell high quality, it 
becomes necessary Lo lower thP- measure of rational sellers so as to make a 
high quality pmchase highly informaLive about the seller's type. Thi8 lowers 
the expected value of the good today, while simultaneously making the price 
tomorrow corrnspondingly highcr . 

.Finally, one should make an important caveat rcgardiup; the inteqm!t.ation 
of lhe results in this two-period cA.Se: H will be shown that it is wrong Lo 

presume that these results apply in an end-phase of n longer game, cvP-n if 
the equilibrium of the longer game ca.n be shown to be recursive in heliefs. 
A formal argument for this is given in Corollary 6, section 5.2.2, and some 
intuition in the discussion that follows that corollary. Here I just would like 
~o emphasize: that the intuition offered in this sect.ion in no way contradicts 
the results obtained in the arbitrary horizon ca..<ir.: The key is to think of the 
two period analysis not as illustrating the behavior in the last two periods of a 
longer game, but rather the behavior in the first two periods. The di:'-!cussion 
following Corollary 6 elaborates on this. 
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4. l.4 The 'Bonding' Issue 

This two period example suffices to illustrate why the ·bonding' dues not 
a.pply in this type of set-np, as, evidcnt.ly, the price charged at t = 2 is 
totally irrelevant in inducing rational sellers to supply high quality at that 
dat.e3

. Mathenmt.i(.;ally, this expresses itself in the fact that. one can solve for 
all the other endogenous variables in the system CP1.P2 ( H) , {J 1 ( H)). wit.ho11 t 
using the equation generating p,1. In other words, it is the recursivity of the 
equilibrium, i.e., the fact that actions at any time depend only on the value 
of the beliefs held at that time, plus the fad, that these hdiefs depenrl only 
on the actual quality provided the previous period, and not in any way on 
the pri(.;e charged at that time., that accounts for the absence of 'bonding'. 

The nearest this model seems to get to the 'bonding' intuition is when 
p2 dips below r,H, as in one of the diagrams above. The reason for that 
temporary loss being, as alre,aJy pointed out, that in order to make a lti~h 
quality sale snffkiently infornuitive, it might be necessary for relativdy few 
rational types t.o supply high quality. This then feeds back into p2. Nole 
that it. is not the lo.sses per se that. matter, but the 'informativeness' of the 
signal. The losses incurred at t = 2 are merely incidental. What remains 
true is that in order to satisfy individual rationality, if losses are incurred 
today, the seller of hi~h quality must be hoping to make a sale tomorrow 
( though I want to emphasize again that the reverse does not apply). Finally, 
note! iu particular that the observation of a price below cH cannot in any way 
be taken as a 'signal' that high qnalil.y will be provided, for sellers of low 
quality will not incur losses in equilibrium. 

5 Asymptotic Behavior 

In order to study longer horizons, I switch to a formalization of the equilib
rium along the lines of Milgrom and Roberts[9), in which the 'state variable' 
at time t is given by the maximum of all the critical index values :separating 
at each previous stage the rational players willing to supply high quality from 
those noL prepared J,o do so (rather than using buyers' beliefs regarding the 
likelihood that the seller they are confronting is honest, as I did in the previ
ous section). This magnitude will P-Xpress at any given time the 'reputation' 
of a 8eller given the history of play. 

"This property is robust to longer hori:wns. 
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5.1 Formal Definition of Equilibrium 

Iu order to express more formally the conditions defining a i;iequential equilib
rium for the p;arne being studied here, I introduce some notation: Hn denot<~s 
the history of moves np to the st.A.rt. of stage n (not including any fl.ct ion takc11 
in t.hat stage), while H,{ refers to the history of moves np to stage n including 
th~ price and l.he purcluuse decision at thut ~tage. A plus sign superscript, 
l-1,;, denotes that high quality wa.~ :mpplied in the previous stage ( a minus 
sign denoting low quality). An additional tildr~ superscript., H~, dcnu\.es the 
history up to stage n including the price offer made o.t that stage, and an 
o superscript., H~, denotes that no 8ale took place in the preceding slage. 
The set of all possible hi:slories up to a given stage is then designated by 
calli{.!,l'aphics, H,. 

A (refined) !Sequential equilibrium is then given by n strategy for each 
firm such that: 

1) For all n = 1, ... , N, and for all HE 1-l~, 

(Bl!Y) 

(N01' BUY) else 

2) .For all n = 1, ... , N, for all tr E [O, 1] (where lr stands for the rnt.ional 
sub-type), 

a) for all HE 1-ln, 

S~~o ( Hn, tr) - Pn 
i.f J3½i-l (tr, H0) < max {Pn - CH (t,.) + JJVn-I (t,. 1 H-t), 

Pn - CL+ {fVn-1 (t, H-)} 

and 

,BVn-1 (w, H0) < Pn - cu+ ,8Vn-1(w, fI+) 
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whr:,rc Pn - Pn (H) Vu+ [1 - Pn ( H) VL] 

else s~0 (H-,t,,.) = vu+o- where ac.(O,+oc) 

where V Rt.aml~ for the value function of an honest seller1 w stands for honest 
type. and this additional condition reflp,rt~ the fact that if honr.sts H,re not 
expected to sell, rationals will neither. 

b) for all H E 1-l:,. , 

where V is defined recursively, given Va = 0 an<l ½c > 0, for all k S n} 
by 

max{bn (H, VH + p) max {vH + a - CH (tr) + ,BV.,-1 ( tr, ff+) , 

11H + CT - CL+ tJVn-1 (tr, H-)} + (1- bn(H, VH + p)] ,BVn-1 (lr, H"), 

3) For all n = 1, ... , N, for all H E 'H.n, 

9 If it does not play for an honest type to sell at 11. given stage, it cunnot pay for him 
to sell at any suhsequent stage: If he does not sell, neither con raLionaL"l, so that beliefs 
rem11.in unchanged. Th~ horizon, though, is shorter, so thsL it i~ not p066ible to c:xpt."Ct a 
higher payoff than in the previous period. It follows thAt if any sales by honest, typP.S are 
to take place in equilibrium, once they !ltart they must continue until the end of the game. 
F,Jse, all rationals would plan to snpply low quality in the period prior to the end of ::;ti.les, 
h11t this cannot be in equilibrium, as a rational would have an incentive to deviate end 
supply high quality in that period, thus convincing buyers that he is hona.L. 
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s~ (H.w) - Pn 

where Pn -- Pn (H) VH + [l - Pn (H) vi] 

else = Vlf + CT with er E (0, +oo) 

- -where V is defined recursively, given V,J = 0, by 

4) For all n = 1, ... , N, for all JI E 1-ln, 

This is not the most general formulation as it incorporate':! the pricing 
rule that follows from the refinement of beliefs I am using, namely, that sales 
will always take place at expected values (if they take place). Also, I am not 
being specific about out•of-equilibrium beliefs (besides saying that prices will 
not affect buyers' beliefs), but the fact is that in this type of model out-of
eqnilihrium beliefs are pinned down by the consistency requirement in the 
definition of sequential equilibrium, and, hence, are not really a problem. 

The additional condition in 2) a) refers to the requirement that honest 
types he willing to sell. If hon0.sts are not willing to sell, neither can rationals 
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as they would have to ask for a price below that being requested by honest 
(which cxcm&~ the c--..xpect.ed value of the good), and in doing so they would 
reveal their type to buyers. 

On the other hand, it is immediate that many of the above P-Xpressions 
simplify. Define 

Pn (H) - Pn (H) VII+ [l - Pn (JI)] VL 

Then it is obvious that, in equilibrium, bn (H,Pn (H)) = 1, while. for any 
H, 

So, the recursions defining the long term players' value functions takH the 
simpler form 

In fact, since whenever it pays for an honest to sell, it will also pay for 
a rational to do so, an<l since the recursiv~ definition for a rational agent 
value function at stage n pn=!supposes that Vi ~ 0, for all k ".S n, one mi~ht 
just as well leave the first max operator in the definition of V.1 out of the 
definition altogether. Note by the way, that honest must willing to sell al 

all subsequent stages along the equilibrium path in order for a sale to take 
place. In fact, since if it docs not pay to sell at n, it will not pay to sell in 
the following stages, there arc only two possible equilibrium paths of planner 
sa.le~ by honest types: Either they sell alway:s or never. 

5.2 Characterizing the Equilibrium 

5.2.1 An Equilibrium Recursive in Reputations 

In what follows I basically retrace the steps in the argument. of Milg;rom and 
Roberts[9] in this environment. 
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1) Clearly, Vn (t.,., H;;) = 0, Vn ~ n + 1 Im 
2) If it, pays to sell high quality at stage n wit.h typer.,. = t, theu it, also 

pays to sell when Tr = t' > t. It follows that V is increasing in t. This has 
two implications for the equilibrium: 

a) One can restrict attention to pure strategies. 
b) In any equilibrium, for any given history and at any hriven stage if Tr 

exceeds some critical value Xn, then high quality is provi<led ( where this value 
is 1 if low quality WM ever supplied). This justifies the following definition: 

Definition 3 The reputation of a seller ;r, -is the maximum, of all critical 
val-ues governing sellers' past quality decisions. Let x = -oo if low quality 
was ever provided, and -1 if no sale.'! have taken place yet. 

At t.his point, it is possible to describe more precisely an equilibrium for 
the game that is recursive in the sense that all firms' decisions al any given 
stngc will depend only on the value of their types and the 8eller1

8 current 
reputation. Moreover, a seller's reputation upon entering a new stap;e will be 
a function only of it8 reputation in the previous period and the actions taken 
then. In this description I will presume that at each stage the raLional seller 
will only sell if the honest type is planning to do so. 

Hcrp, is a recursive description of the strategies making up s11<..:h an equi
librium: 

Step 0: Initialization 

Let, Vo (t, x) = 0, 'rft, x, and let xN = l. 

Step 1: Beliefs' Transit ions 

a) If ,r, i -oo upon entering stage n, then the following rule applies: If 
no :sale takes place, its reputation npou entering stage n - 1 is x; if 
low quality is provided then it is -oo; 1:1.nd, finally, if high quality is 
provided then it is x V Xn, where V is t.he max operator and 

,T.n - inf{s E [0, 1] jt > s ==} Pn - CH (t) + /3Vn-l (t, t) > Pn - cL} 

b) If x = - oo upon entering stage n, then upon entering st age n - I , x = - oo 
regardless of what happens in stage n. 
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Step 2: Seller's Actions 

a I If Tr = t,. E [O, 1] , and x =/:- -oo, seller will charge Pn (:r.) (~~e Step :J 
below) if 

Ebe. the seller will charge VH + er. CT~ (0, -oo). 

b) If at the offered price, a purr:ha::;;e ta.ke~ µlac.:e, then the seller will provide 
hi?!:h quality if 

Step 3: Buyers' Actions 

Let now Pn (x) stand for the probability that the nth. buyer ~signs 
to high quality being provided., when the scllp,r's reputation i.';.! x. Then, 
if: µ;ives the initial mass assigned to the 1went that a seller is honest. 
Pn (x) is given by 

Pn (x) = 

e+!l-(XV:tn)I 
e:1(1 "') 

0 

e+(l-xn) 
l+e 

if X ~ 0 

if X = -oo 

if X = -1 

Duyer's optimal actions are to buy if the offered price docs not exceed 
the expected V-d.lue of the good, given the seller's reputation 10

. 

Step 4: Transition.from n ton - 1 

1 0 Note that this rather terae formn lat ion of the updating rule is perfectly )l;Cuernl iu 
Lhe sem!e that, it takes account of the updating of buyers' beliefs along hoth relevant 
dimemiions, the probability they assign to the seller being honest 11,n<l the likelihood that 
a rational seller be of a given tyµc conditional on high qna.lity having been supplied the 
previous period. 
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a) Since Vo= 0, it follows that 

For n > 1, 

max { Pn (x) - r,H (t,.) + .8¼, 1 (t 0 , x V x,,) ,Pn (:t) - c,J} 

l,) Since V = 0, one has that Vi (x, tr) = Pn (x) - Cff, For n < 1, 

Vr, (w, x) = max{t1Vn-1 (w, x), Pn (x) - CH+ /3Vn-1 (w, x V :rn)} 

To show that the.se istrategie::. represent a sequential equilibrium, one ha!:l 
to show that they isatisfy sequenLial rationality and consi::.tency of bdidis. 
Optimality follows from the way the strategic::. are specified. The consistr.ncy 
of beliefs follows from the followiug reasoning: 

We have to verify that if the selleris follow thr. above strategies, the buyers 
should make the inferences specified. 

So, if a seller entered stage n with a reputation of x /.- -:xi 1 buyers will 
know lhat the seller is of type t > x. Now, there tt.re two cases: 

Case 1: x > Xn 

So, X = X V Xn' and 

-CH (t) + ,evn-1 (t,x) 2 -CH {x) + ,BVn-1 (x,x) > 0 fart~ ;r, 

The first inequality results from CH(.) being strictly decreasing and V., 1 

bc:ing increasing in tr. The second inequality follows from the definition of x 11 

and the hypothesis that x > Xn. Conclusion: A seller that ha.<i demonstrated 
that he or she is of type lr > x11 , will supply high quality at that sLage. 

Case 2: x < Xri. < l (i.e., Xn = x V Xn) 

Since cH is decreasing in t, and Yr •. 1 is increasing in this variable and 
continuous (since Vo is and so H.re all functionis entering the recursion ddiniup; 
Vn-1), for X 11 > 0 one gets 

0 = CL - CH (:.en)+ /3Vn-l (xn, Xn) ~ CL - Cu (t) + /3Vn-1 (l, Xn) as Xn ~ t 
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This implies that the seller will provide high quality iff t > .T.n, If :.Dn = 0, 

then LHS 2 0 and QIJ will hr. provided. If .r.11 = 1, LHS $ 0, t S Xn and QL 

will be provi<lt~d. This proves the consistency of the beliefs specified. 

5.2.2 Monotonic Critical Values and Reputation in the Limit 

In establishing that reputations will eventually emerge as the horizon of the 
game exLends into infinity, it is neccf-1:-.fil'Y to make thf! a:ssumption hdow: 

This is a necessary condition for the emergence of reputations: It states 
that the losis incurred in providing high quality by the rational type with the 
lowest cost of producing that quality is smaller than the revenues that samfl 
agent would obtain from sellin~ high quality from the next period on forever. 

The central result of this section is them: 

Proposition 4 For any n, Xn+t ::; Xn, with. stncl inequality if Xn -=f O or l. 
Further, x• - limn .... or., Xn = max {O, x] , whcrr. x is given by the sulution to 
the equation below 

Proof. See Appendix. 

A straightforward corollary of this result is the following: 

Corollary 5 If x• = 0, lhen limn--+oo p,. = 1, and, hence, limn___.(X) Pn = v H. 

Moreover, the convergence to thi.,; value will take place ·in finite tim.e. If 
1:• > 0, the convergence will taA:r. place only asymptotically. Morr.over, if 
p~(x) ~ 1

W1-!;", and initially high quality -is provided, p00 = v 11 . If, on the 

other hand, ,Pn(x) < min[cL, cu1!;ll], then Poo = VH + u. 

In words: The monotonicity of critical values impliffl that, if it pays to 
supply high quality when N periods remain, it will also pay to supply that 
quality when more than N periods remain. Also, in the limit, the price will 
nut differ substantially from Vff, if sales are feasiblP-. Moreover, if x• = 0, 
the sale price will remain at VH most of Lhe time except for a period of finite 
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length towards the end of the game when it will fall from that level. In thi8 
case, thc: length of this end-game will be independent of the length of the 
horizon (for sufficiently large horizons). Thi~ latter featnre folloWR from the 
recursivity of the eq11ilibrium. It i:-s important to note that, in this ca.:se, none 
of the asymptotic properties depend in any way on the value of··" .> 0, the 
probability that the seller be ho1rn..;;t.. 

.:Vforeover, lhe analysi8 of the two-period ca.9e suggests that the length of 
the end-game. will vary <lirectly with initial beliefs, and thA.t. for sufficiently 
pessimistic initial beliefs (i.e., for sufficiently high initial i::) increasingly loup;er 
periods of no sales (always immediately precedc<l by a low quality sale) mig-ht 
result towar<l:s the end of t.he game. 

On the other hand, if x• > 0 and Pn(x) 2: ''ll;!;li, the asymptotic: prop
ertie:,;:; will depend 011 initial bdiefs via Pn(x). This is a remarkable difference 
with the results in Kreps-Wil:,;:;on (but not so with the model of Milg;rom an<l 
Rnberl-s that has an analogows property11 ). What t.he condition here repr~
scnt.:s is the trade-off betwreu facing an honest sellP.r for whom it. might nnt 
pay to incur high losses today (if initial beliefs are too pessimistic) in order 
to earn profits in tht:? future (just as in the Milgrom-Roberts environment it 
might not pay for an entrant to enter if he or she is .sufficiently convinced 
tlU1.t. the incumbent is tough). 

Also, in thi:,;:; cmse, there is no end-game as in Kreps-Wilson, as the length 
of the game will affect the beliefs with which a buyer cnlers any given set of 
periods. 

The asymptotic results closely track tho:,;:;e in the Milgrorn and Roberts pa
per, though there is at least one important difference in the overall dynamics: 
Note that unlike what happened in the Mil1-7om and Roberts environment 
whern entry (corresponding to no sales episodes in this game) might take 
place sporadically, here sales will take place continuously, if at all ( though, 
as pointed out, they might stop before the end of the game via a low quality 
sale). This is a consequence of thl:l fact that sellers in choosing the price in 
effect are able to control whP.ther or not 1t sale takes place. 

The following additional corollary completes the characterization of lhe 
price dynamics: 

l L F.ven though in the Mil,;rom-Roberts game this feature is not of major importance, 
in so for tt.'i initial beliefs only determine whether there will be entry in the first periorl or 
not. In any case, ofter the first period no entry will take place. Note that the results of 
Fudenberg· and Levine{4J do not. apply to the present model, for precisely t.he above type 
of consideration, See Fudenherg and Lcvine[4], p.772. 
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Corollary 6 Prir,r;,<; may only ri.<1r. -in the in-itial pt:riod. Ajterwanui, lht:;t/ will 
fall throughout. 

Proof. Since the critical values Xn rise over time, it must he that t.hP. fol
lowing relations hold: 

This from the definition of critical values (subtype Xn is indifferent hf:
tween providing high or low quality at n), but the critical type at period n 
must strictly prefer to supply low quality tomorrow given that critical valuc-:s 
are rising (hence the continuation payoff .BCPn-1 - c,.)). 

But then this implies that, from the second period onwards, prices mnst. 
fall Fts r, H (.) is strictly decreasinp; and the critical values increase over ti me. ■ 

While in the initial period pricP-l'l might rise or foll, it must. be that prices 
fall in subsequent periods. The result is, in my view, not. intuitive: It means 
that, after the first period, the negative pull on beliefr:; exercised by the 
steadily falling measure of rational:,.; who are willing tu supply high quality 
prevails over the positive effect generated hy continued high quality pur
chases. In other words, there is from the 2nd. period on, M. syslematic 
relation between the price today and the price tomorrow over ttnd beyond 
that implied by individual rationality. 

While I cannot provide a satisfactory intuition of why thir:; is so, here are 
some considerations that seem relevant.: 

To start with, it is not difficult to make out. in what sem1e the firr:;l period 
is qualitatively different from subsequent. periods. In any sale e<..Juilibrium, 
after high quality was providP.d, the seller will have acquired a reputation, 
not so, of course, in the initial period. Thi~ means that. the updatinp; from 
the first to the second periods will be quite different from the updating in 
laLLer periods. In latter periods, the only way beliefs can he updated after 
a high quality sale' is if the critical value at the period, say, Xn , exceedr:; 
the reputation the seller is carrying at that time. In the first period, Lhis 
restriction simply docs not apply. Note t.lu1.L in the formal argument above it 
is the fact that Xn < Xn-1 < Xn-2 (together with other considerations) which 
leads to Pn-2 < .Pn-1 (not just x,,-1 < Xn 2)-
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Beyond this note that the learning effect is stronger the higher the critical 
value in the period relativt:, to the rcpnt.atiou the agent is carryiup;. This is 
c<~rt.ainly a key aspect: It implies that thP- stren~th of the learning effects will 
not be determined hy the mass of rationals ( which obviously falls ai:, time goes 
hy), but, rather, by the decomposition of that mass in rational" intending to 
supply high quality and those not intending to do so. This leaves open the 
possibility that the informativeness of high quality sales may fall a.:s the end 
of the game is approached, t.hou~h as will bc shown immediately, that is not 
rcquired for prices to fall. In facti what is rcquirnd is that the informativeness 
rises as high quality sales continue. 

The more informative: a high quality sale, the lower will tend to he the 
price at. which it takes place, and viceversa. To illmstrate, say all rationals 
intend tu provide high quality, then a high quality sR.le conveys no information 
at all, hut. the current price is very hi~h (equal to vH ,its upper bound). If no 
rntionals intend to provide high quality, a high quality sale reveals that. the 
seller is honest, but the price is 1:1.'S low as it can currently be. 

It c1:1.u be shown that prices will fall from n to n - l i.ff 

(withs rnprei,;enting the initial ma:ss of honests; the initial mass of rationA.t~ 
taken to be one). The formula reveals how the dynamics of falling pric~s 
operate: At n., the price is relatively high precisely becam,e the quality signal 
is relatively uninformative. At n - 1, though a high quality sale will be rela
tively more informative, the price will he lower than that at n on two counts: 
One, precisely the fact that the signal at that date is morn informative; t1,vo, 
the low informativeness of the preceding high quality sale. Note what would 
happen if the inequality above is reversed: The latter price would be higher 
on two counts, one, because of the high informativeness of the preceding high 
quality sale; and, two, because of the low informativeness of the current high 
quality sale (note thaL, in this case, unlike in the previous one, both eflects 
reinforce each other). This shows that increasing informativr.ness of a high 
quality sale i.s not only compatible with falling prices but necessary for such 
price dynamics to result. 

Of course, the question remains why the improvement in beliefs (thc 
shift of mass to honest types) never compensates the increased willingness of 
rational sellers to cheat. 
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Th~ diagram below prnseuts the results of a simulation for eight periods 
(with parameters VH = 10, r,H = 8. ci = 7, VL = 4, fl= 0.2 and inifo1J belief.s 
equal to 0.4) 
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Fig. 5: Time Path of Prices 

6 Existence and Uniqueness 

As in previous sections of this paper, mrn,t of the arguments only retrace ar
guments presented in Milgrom and Roberts[ll] in the context of this modified 
version of their model. 

So, one cttn show by arguments exactly analogous to the ones presented 
in Milgrom and Roberts that the above equilibrium is unique. When it 
comes to existence, one substantial departure arises because, in this modd, 
for any given finite horizon, only in a range of initial beliefs [O, 6r] (for any 
given r,H (.)) will such a sale equilibrium exist (while in Milgrom 1::1,nd Roberts 
reputational equilibria existed for any initial beliefs). 

In ~tablishing uniqueness, the first thing to note is that 110 sales can 
take place after low quality is supplied. Now suppose high quality has been 
invariably provided in t.he past, and in the current period the buyer ha.s 
accc:pted the price offer of the seller. If t.he seller provides low quality, the 
continuation payoff will be zero. If instead the seller decides to supply high 
quality, !9,ven the strategies of the other buyers, a certain pattern of trade will 
result in the future, that is, a pattern of no sales, sales, and qu&lity and price 
decisions. The expected present value of payoffs of supplying high quality 
today is then given by R (QH) - 8QH(cH (t0)) + R (QL) - Sq,,(r.L), where 
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R ( Q ti) stands for expected present value of high quality ::iales (includ iug the 
current one), 8Q 11 (cH (lo)) stands for the expm;ted present vruue of the co:sl of 
producing the high quality itr.ms sold; R (QL) stands for the expected present 
value of a low qualily sale, while SQL (ct.) stands for the expected prcsenl. value 
of producing the substandard good. Clearly S<.JH(cu (to)) is decreasing in lo, 
so that if the (rational) seller with 8ubtype t finds il profitable to provide },igh 
quality tochty, so will all sellers with subtypes above l. This implies that the 
maximi7,rn:I vcllue of futnre payoffs owir all possible strategies will also increase 
in to as it 1s the value of the maximum of increasing functions of the ahnve 
form (induding the 0 function). This :,mffices to establish two key features 
of any equilibrium: l) Ouly pure strategies will be played (since=! il will be 
impossible to make a positive measure of rationals indifferent simulhrneously 
-c11 (.) is strictly decreasing\ and 2) the strategy of a raLional sellP.r will call 
for high qnalit.y to be supplied at a given stage of the game aftpr a given 
history iff the subtype of that seller exceeds some critical value. 

It is now :shown indudively that any :,;equential equilibrium rnwst. agree 
with the one derscribed in the text at all st.ages m ~ n (note that in estab
lishing this, we will also proving that the critical vah1es Xn at any sta~e are 
independent of Lhe length of the game). Induction proL-eeds on n, 1:1,ud the 
case n = 0 (initial period) i:s immediate. Fix an equilibrium and fissume the 
result holds for n = k. The value of enterin~ stage k with subtype l and 
reputation x is given by V,. (t, x). Say at ::;ita~e k + l the history i::. H I and 
reputation is x. If x ~ x is the reputation that would result if the :,;eller 
~upplied high quality at stage k + l, then a seller of subtype l woulrl choose 
to supply high quality or not according a.~ 

cH (t) - cL - /3Vk(t, x) ~ 0 

Since reputation must be consistent with the seller's equilibrium stratcgy, it 
must be that for t 2: x, 

> 
r.H(t)-cL-/3V,.(t,x)<O a.'I t~x 

H is easy to check using the monotonicity of Vi, that t.he unique x 2: x for 
which this hol<ls is 'x = x V Xk+I • Hence Lhe condition1:1.l probabilit.y that 
high quality will be supplied at stage k + 1 given history H+ is Pk+l (x). 
Obviously, so long as sellers charge expected value, buyers will buy. It has 
Urns been established that if history affect::;i play only through reputations for 
stage!S m ~ k, it will do so as well at k + 1. 
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Now, as far as exi:,;lence i:s concerned: In the two period ease the range 
of initial beliefs for which there existed a sa.le equilibria wa.<s given by [O. b2] 

(given cu (.) ). Basically, t.hh;i restriction reflected the conditions t.hat. must 
be :satisfied in order for there to be pooling and hence sales in e(Juilibrium. 
The:se conditions were threefold: Fir:st, updated beliefs had to be in the 
ntn~e where there is a sale crp1ilibrium in the initial period (namely. [O, bi]); 
sP-cum.lly, the individual rationality con:,;traint of the rational type had lo 

be satisfied; and thirdly, the individual n1.t.ionality constraint of low qnalit.y 
::mpplins had t<.> be satisfied. These condition:s generalize for longer horizons 
as follows: Initial beliefs for horizon T have to be in the range 6~ E f 0. b°Tl 

wit.h br = min [1)r,br,brl with these a.rgurnents given to the snl11t.ic~rns L(~ 

Or-1 (xr,6r) - 6T-t 

pf(xr,8r) = cL 

These formulas refer to the first. period of a game of hori7,on T, hence the 
superscript T. The following proposition provides some guidam;e as to which 
initial beliefs a.re accept.able: 

Proposition 7 If a .sale equilibrium exi,sts for given initial bdiefs for a given 
horizon T', it will al::;o exists for· those same initial bdief'j at any 1' > T'. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by showing that each of the above 11u1.g11itudes 

b·r, br, br must lir: ahove 61·-i-

It is first shown that 6r > 6r- 1. 

~T-1 ( Xr,.ir) = {~ - Xr( ~ ) = §,_, 
(1 - Xr) br + 1 - Or 

This can be rewritten 
-. 6T 1 
br=-------

1 - Xr + fir .1XT 

The denominator of this mc:pressiou i:s clearly smaller than one) so that by> 
61'-I· 
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- --

Nr:xt it. is shown that 6r > 6T-1· Since it must be that 

= c,, 

- -
Now if ~T = 6,1 • _ 1 t.hen since XT < Xr- 1 ( note that these values do not depend 
on the length of the game), and the initial period price is fallin~ in x, it would 
be that 

So) siuce initial period price i_s falli_ng in initial beliefis, in order for equality 

to be restored we must have}•r >}r-1, 
Finally, it is shown that Or > 0-r- 1 . It must be that 

pf ( Xr, ;fT) - CI!+ //Vf~l (Jr, Xr) - 0 

1'-1 ( £ ) , 3ij,T l (·r: ) Pr---t xr.1,ll'J'-1 -c;H+, vr_ 2 ur-1,Xr--1 = 0 

Note that the last coudition after multiplication by /3 becomes 

In what follows two results will be used.: One. that the Xn 's do not depend 

on the game horizon; and two, t.hat Xn 2:: Xn when 6~ ~ '5~ (the proof is 
exactly analogous to the one in Milg;:rom and Roberts[ll], p.311). Again) if 

6T = l;r-1, we would have p~:~ (xr-i,br-1) < pi (xr,6•r). Moreover we 
have 

But by the properties of sale equilibrium established previously, it must be 
that 
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So that one ~an conclude that 

...... ·-

So in order to e8tttblish equality it must be that br > 6r- 1 , sine<~ initial price 

will be falling in in it.ial beliefs and V[_ 1 (br. ;r'J') can be shown to hri falling-

in this magnitude as well. 'lo see this, recall that X'J' ~ Xy when 8~ ~ Ii~ . 
But, these two inequalities imply that 

which iu turn implies that prir:es 1:1..re lower throughout, and the result follows. ■ 
An rather immediate related result is the following: 

Corollary 8 As '1'---+ oo, 6r .- 1 i/ x =O {where bold x is a.q d,fi,nf:.d in the 
main text). 

Proof. If x =0, then initial price will be given by p00 = vu for any initial 
beliefs E [O, lJ. Out then the individual rationality for honests will be satisfied 
al. any initial belief since 

/J(vH - cu) 
Vff - CIJ + l _ /3 > Q 

So will be Lhe constraint requiring initial price to be above cL, ■ 

The previous results show that in effect lower 6' s arc "better' for f>..Xistencc 
than larger ones, in the sense that the smaller o, the shorter the horizon 
required for a. sale equilibrium to exist. 

7 Conclusions 

While prices cannot separate types here given the absence of something like 
the 'single crrnssing' condition of c.onveniional signalling models, it is still 
interesting, seems t~ me, that in this type of environment nothing resembling 
the 'bonding' story of the infinite horizon models emerges. The •recursive' 
nature of the equilibrium would seem crucial in obtaining this negative result. 

The price dynamics, though at fir:st not surprising, on closer examination 
are remarkably rep;ular in the end-phase of the game. Also, the 'continuity' 
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of sales, i.e., the fad that sporadic no-sale episodes arc not possible within 
strings of sales, repr~ents a departnre from the dynamics described in Mil
grorn and Roberts, and one that can c:leMly be attributed to the 'pre-trade' 
communication taking place through prices. 

On the other hand, it is clear that thP. model studied hen~ nw only be 
considcn~d a first approximation to the su hjP-ct. In particular, the fact that 
the cost ,.;tructure of rational types is assumed t.o :systematically diller from 
that of honest. types might st.rike some as ad-hoc. And. quite honestly, it 
is: Assuming that honest types share the cost structure postulated here for 
rational typei:i generates a series of technfr:al problems that I am still trying 
to solve. This feature of the model is introduced not because I feel that it 
provides a good description of actual cost structures, but purely alS a device 
to obtain unique price paths. 

Neverthelcs:=;, it :seems to me that. the results of this model, preliminA.ry as 
they a.re, are suggestive enough to justify further re.earch into reputational 
models of this kind. 
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A Proof of Proposition 1 

Consistency of Ilclicfs If low quality is supplied, buyers know that the 
seller must be rational, for honest sellers never provide low quality. Consis
tency of beliefs is evident as a rational seller of type t will only supply high 

quality in t.he region [O, min [ l,b,b. '6]], if 

Then the formula 

is just Hayes' Rules ~ven initial beliefs 02, 

Sequential Rationality 
Buyers: 

At any time, buyers should never pay more than the expected value of 
the good. Clearly, it always pays to buy at a price below vL. 

Sellen:1: 
By the assumption thaL price deviations leave beliefs unchanged, ~ellern 

must charge the expected value of the good to the buyers in an equilibrium at 
each period. If low quality was supplied, then hnyers will not buy at any price 
a.hove vL. Since vL < r.i, it just docs not pay to sell. The condition cH (s) -
CL s; ,B (ih - ci) just says that the gain from supplying low quality today is 
smaller than the loss associated with doing so. 

If 8 > min [ 1, 6, 6, 6] , then either the constraint o ~ b (6 = min [ 1, b, b, Z]) 
is violated, or the individual rationality constraint for the honest type is vi

olated (6 = min [ 1, 8, 6, 6] ), or p2 (o} < C£. The price at t = 2 cannot be 

below cL, for, in that case, sellers for whom it does not pay to supply high 
quality12 would rather not sell. This cannot represent equilibrium bP.havior. 
a.c; thP. sellers who are not selling are earning zero profits, while they would 
earn positive profits"if they mimicked the behavior of the high quality suppli
ers (that is charged their price and supplied high quality}. This must be so 
since the individual ralionality conslraint of honest types must be satisfied 

L2There must he some, for otherwise, if everyone is supplying high quality, p2 cannot be 
below VH, under the pricing rule being used. 
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at the selling price (the. high quality price), but this implies Lhat the individ
ual rationality constraint. of the rn.t.iona.l typp, with the highest costs is also 
satisfied at that price. 

Uniqueness Note that the equal.ion (derived from (1),(2),(3) and (4)) 

is monotone falling in 8 for ,</ C [O, 1), i.e., the s1:1,le equilibria are unique 
(if they exist). Again, from ecprn.tions (1)-(4), one: c.A.n write 

Since 62 enters linearly, this equation takes the value Oat 62 = 0, the value 
1 at 62 = 1, and is continuous, it follows that the solution to the equation 
61 (6) = 6 is unique, if it exists. Since the candidate selling cqnilihrinm 
is unique, it follows that b1 (b) takes only one value in the range [O, 1) for 
b E [O, l]. Further note that b1 (b) in [O, 1] x (0, 1) must be strictly increasing 
(since this equation takes the value O at 82 = 0, and the value 1 at. 62 = l, 
aud is conlinuom;), and, so, P2 (6) must be strictly decreasing13

, and r,H 
/3 (p'1 ( 6) - c11 ) sLrictly increasing. It follows that, if a solution to the equation 
f,2 ( c5) = cH - /3 (p-1 ( b) - cH) exists, it must be unique. Such a solution exists 
if salf: P-qnilibria exist, since P2 (0) = vu, while cu - /J (j51 (0) - CH) < CH, if 
:..a.le equilibri1:1, exist. 

Since all sale equilibria must be pooling (for the same general reason a:,; 
in the one-shot game: It will always be advantageous and always he foasiblf: 

13 To 8ee this: Note that 

Note that p2 (H) is falling in initial beliefs as P1 is falling in that variable. Hence the 
exprf.t\,;ion in square brackets multiplying initiol beliefs is foiling. In the equation for P'l 
the weight on the smollcr cxprc:.siou il:i increo.-:1ing while that on t.he bigger one (111-1) i,;; 
fulliu)I;, :;o, the expre.sion overall must. be f&lling, 
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for the rational type to mimic the stralegy of Lhe hor11~t t.yp~ iu M-ny cM-mli• 
date separating equilibrium), they must talm the: above: form. Ry <ldinition 

then, there cannot be sale equilibria outside the region [min [ 1. 6, 6, 6] , l]. 
Note finally that there cannot hP. pooling nn-salc: equilibria in the: region 

[O. min [ 1, 6,8, ~] because of the refinement being used here: It pays to devi

ate to some price below the expected value of the good but above its cost. ■ 

B Proof of Proposition 3 

The argument is practically identical with that in Milgrom·Roberts~ except 
that there is the additional complication that sales can only take place if the 
individual rationality constraint of the honest type is satisfied. I tackle this 
problem by proceeding as if this constraint were satisfied at all moments and 
then verifying that in the resulting candidate equilibrium this is in effect so. 
Since it will be shown that the asymptotic price will equal vH (> CH) so long 
as sales take place, it is immediate that this constraint will be satisfied from 
then on. The only real issue is whether trading will take place to start with, 
i.e., whether this constraint will be satisfied in an initial period. This turns 
out to depend on initial beliefs. 

Define the following function 

g (t, v) = max [/9v, max (vH - CH (t) + /3v), VH - c,,] 

Note that vH = Pn (1), Vm+l (t, 1) = g(t, Vm (t, 1)) and g is increasing iu 
v. Moreover, it is lhe case that 

To !:iee this: Sta.rt by noting that 

g (t, v) = max[(vH - CH (t) + ,Bv), vu - cL} Vv 

since VH - CH (t.) > O. Let now w.l.of g. v1 > V2 > 0. There are three 
subcases: 

a) max { (vH - cH (t) + f3v2), vH - cL} = vH - r.H (t) + /3v2 

=> max {(vH - CH (t) + /Jv1), vH - cd = VH - r.H (t) + f3v1 

and so the inequality we are trying to establish reduces to 
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f:ilv1 - v2I ~ /:Jlv1 - v2I 

h) max { (1,H ·-- r.H (t) + .31!i), ·11H - r.d = vH -- r.L 

=a} mo.x { ( V H - CH ( t) + ,3v2) ' V H - C [.} = V H - C [, 

1'1.Tl<l so the inequality we are trying t.o e~t.abli:sh truce:s the form 

0 S .8lv1 - v2I 

c) max { (vH - cH (t) + pvi), ·vu - cL} = 'l1lJ - cu (t) + fh·1 and 
max { (vH - cH (t) + 13v2) , vH - cd = 'VH - CL 

We want to show that 

lcL - '-'H (l) + f:1v1I :::; f:11v1 - v2I 

hut, if t.his im~qua.lit.y doP.s not. hol<l then 

c1, - CH (t) + fiv1 > /3(v1 - v2) 

==} -CH (t) + /3V2 > -Cf, 

which contradicts the hypothesis.□ 
So, g is a contraction mapping, and as such has a unique fixed point v (t). 
Lei .. x be m,, in the main l.exl., then 

If t s X 

lj' l > X 

To see this: If t < x , 

/3 
cu (t) - CL > 

1 
_ /3 (vu - cu (t)) ~ 

V _ C ('t) + {JVH - CH (t) 
H H 1 -B 

Using this in the definition of g, one then gets the result. Ry a similar 
logic, the result in the case t > x obtains.□ 

With this, one can state the following lemma: 
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Lemma 9 v < v (t) =? t1 < g (l, v) < v (l) 

Proof. Let v < v ( l) then 

g(l,v) < g(l,v(l)) =v(t) 

Also, 

So 

■ 

Note: 

1) 

2) 

v(t) - g(t,11) - g(t,v(t))- g(t,v) 

< v(t) - V 

.Q(f, v) > V 

/3 ( cu (1) - cL < -- (vu - cu 1)) =} x < 1 
1- /3 

Vm (t, 1) ~ v(t) 

After these preliminaries, the proof proper can he pre8ented: 

H proceedl:l by a rolling induction on the following proposition:,;, 

(PO) Vn (t, x) is continuous in (t, x) and non-decreasing int. 
( P 1) Vn ( t, x) is non-decreasing in x. 
(P2) Xn+l < Xn• 

(PO) has already been established in the main text. Define x 0 - 1. 

(Pl) 
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V~+1 (t, x) max{,BVm (t, x). 

max { Pm (x) - cu (t) + tJVm (l, x V Xm+d ,Pm (x) - cL}} 

Since Pm+1 is non-decreasing in x, so is Pm+J· Hence, (Pl) follows. 

(P2) 
Since (P 1) holds for n = m + 1. for all x (by induction hypothesis), 

Vm+1 (x, x) ~ Vm+1 (x, 1) 

This follows from the lemma. Using the lemma again, and the fact-that 

follows from the definition of Xm+l and the continuity of Vm, The other 
inequality follows from the lemma. If Xm+l = 1, then there is nothing to 
prove. If Xm+t < 1,HHS 2 0 (follows from the definition of Xm+J and the 
continuity of Vm)- Hence, by monotonicity of Pm and c11 , and the continuity 
and monotonicity of Vm+l and the definition of Xm+2, 

$ Pm (xrn ti) - CH (x.,. 1 l) + /3Vm 11 (xm t 1, X.,. 1 i) 

In other words, • Xm+2 $ Xm+l, with strict inequality if Xm+ 1 > [O V x] . 
This proveA'3 the monotonicity of critical values.□ 

Now, for the rest. of the argument: 
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Since {xn} is bounded, non-inereasing, it has a limit. x* ~ 0. If :=idler 
supplies high qualit.y (not. having failed to do so previously), he acquires n 
reputation x :2: x* . .For any x ~ x• nnd any n, 

Since Xn -- x•, RHS-1- 1 as n - oo. Hence, Pn (.) converges uniformly to 
1 for x ~ x• . Since 

Vn(t,x) max{~Vn-1 (t,x), 

i:, a contraction mapping (apply Blackwell'~ 1-Sufficiency conditions to check 
this), it is the case that 

lim Vn ( l, X) = v~ ( t' X) f err all X ;:::: :r.• 
n-.oo 

Ilut V"', (t, x) = g (l, V00 (l, x)), so V00 (t, x) = v (t). It follow8 that the 
limiting condition guaranteeing that a high qualit.y sale will take pla.cc: i:, 

In other words, whenever t > x, high quality will be provided, i.e., x" = 
lirnx .. = [0 V x}. Since x <1, QH will be sold in the limit, even if not int.he 
f-ihort run. 

If x• = 0, then clearly it will always pay to sell regardless of init.ial beliefa. 
On the: other hand, if x"' > 0, then an honest type might prefer 11ol to sell if 

where T stands for the initial period. ■ 
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